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As observed by the European Union, rapid technological development and
globalization have brought profoundly new challenges for the protection of in-
dividuals’ privacy, as a consequence of processing personal data. The General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) has embarked on including the technical
framework Privacy by Design as a proactive measurement to incorporate
privacy and data protection in technical design. This thesis have conducted an
assessment of how various stakeholders perceive privacy and data protection
as a consequence of incorporating Privacy by Design in their operational
activities to assure GDPR compliance. To get an in-depth understanding of
how the framework has affected the continuation of ensuring the human-right
aspects of privacy in technology, five interviewees from different organizations
and belonging sectors have shared their experience of working with Privacy
by Design. It was found in the results that the interviewees all believed that a
a privacy mindset is an essential factor to fulfill the objectives of Privacy by
Design, and something organizations continuously has to nurture. Yet, there is
a desire that software engineers can demonstrate that they understand privacy
beyond a technical perspective, something that the maturity of Privacy by
Design can invoke. To conclude, Privacy by Design remains to be perceived
as an framework with the potential to ensure data protection though technical
design, but more frequent empirical research of privacy design techniques is
deemed necessary as a result of Privacy by Design being a stipulation in GDPR.
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Sammanfattning

Som observerats av Europaparlamentet har den snabba tekniska utvecklingen och glo-
baliseringen medfört stora nya utmaningar för att skydda individernas integritet som en
följd av behandlingen av personuppgifter. Den allmänna dataskyddsförordningen (GD-
PR) har inkluderat det tekniska ramverket Privacy by Design som en proaktiv lösning
till att integrera integritet och dataskydd i teknisk design. Den här uppsatsen har utfört
en bedömning gällande hur olika intressenter uppfattar integritet och dataskydd som
en följd av att implementera Privacy by Design i deras operativa verksamhet för att
säkerställa att GDPR uppfylls. För att få en fördjupad förståelse av hur ramverket har
påverkat fortsättningen att säkerställa framtida integritet och dataskydd har fem perso-
ner intervjuats, alla från olika organisationer och tillhörande sektorer, där de har delat
med sig av sin erfarenhet av att arbeta med Privacy by Design. Resultatet konstaterar
att de intervjuade tryckte på att ett specifikt integritets-tänk var en viktig faktor som
organisationer kontinuerligt måste vårda för att uppfylla objektiven med Privacy by De-
sign. Norterbart är önskan att utvecklare ska kunna demonstrera att de förstår integritet
från andra perspektiv än enbart ett tekniskt, något som kommer med en mognadsgrad
av Privacy by Design. Sammanfattningsvist så återstår Privacy by Design att uppfattas
som ett ramverk som säkerställer dataskydd genom teknisk design, dock så behövs mer
empirisk forskning gällande design tekniker inom integritetsfrågor i och med Privacy
by Design’s fasthållning i GDPR.
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1 Introduction

1 Introduction

One could say that technology and digital transformation is the key contributor to effi-
ciency and facilitation of contemporary human life. It is certain that the vast majority
of enterprises either have a digital application or service as a business proposition or
are highly dependable on computer systems for their organization to function. It is not a
coincidence that some of the world’s best-performing enterprises, that are accumulating
high amounts of billions of worth, are mainly originating within the information techno-
logy industry. Fossil fuel has long been the dominating power sustaining profit, whereas
today, personal data is assumed to be the key energizer behind financial success.

A striking example of how personal data can be misused broke the surface with one of
the greatest political controversies of modern times in early 2018. The British firm Cam-
bridge Analytical aided their clients in pinpointing ’persuadable’ voters in democratic
elections, revealing unimaginable consequences of how personal data can be used as a
tool to manipulate democratic elections and ruthlessly fuel hate and violence [4]. To dis-
sect the impact of potential consequences brought with the collection of personal data,
one must discern the context in where privacy should be protected, most apparently wit-
hin the state-of-art technology. Existing legal frameworks regulating privacy and data
protection constitute the core values of an individual’s privacy rights. However, despite
applying to privacy guidelines enforced by the law, it is notable that many organiza-
tions lack to recognize the favor of approaching a sustainable strategy for one of their
assumable core assets - personal data [33].

The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), which is the most recent legalization
initiative by the European parliament as a measurement to protect European citizens
from privacy and data breaches, has incorporated the seven foundational principles of
Privacy by Design (PbD) to ensure that its requirements comply with the protection of
data subjects rights [16]. By following the framework of PbD, a proactive consideration
and incorporation of privacy protection are being taken into account in the technical de-
sign phase of information systems, ensuring transparency of the collection, processing,
transferring, and storage of personal data throughout its entire software development
life-cycle (SDLF) [6]. Yet, the approach is often being referred to be ’fuzzy’, acquire
ingenuity from engineers, indicating that the framework is a far more complicated to im-
plement in operational activities than implied [33]. Therefore, the aim of this thesis is to
provide insights of how stakeholders perceive their experience of working with PbD to
ensure privacy and data protection. By performing an assessment about the experience
of incorporating PbD in established operational activities, an understanding of whether
or not the framework has affected, and will continue to affect, privacy as a human right
aspect in technical design can be supported.
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2 Purpose, Goal and Limitations

2 Purpose, Goal and Limitations

The following section manifests the purpose and goal of this thesis, as well as explaining
the limitations in the research.

2.1 Purpose and Goal

Privacy is a broad topic with many attention points to disclose. Therefore, PbD is not an
easy subject to study. To provide novel insights of PbD, the purpose of this is to perform
an assessment of PbD as a stipulation in GDPR. Previous research has deemed PbD as
immature, ’fuzzy’ and challenging [36],[9]. The purpose is also in the range of exami-
ne some aspects of the aftermath of GDPR, granting access to identify some changes
the regulation invoked in privacy and data protection. By investigating how various sta-
keholders perceive the overall incorporation PbD, fresh insights of the framework can
emerge. The prominent goal of this thesis was to provide an qualitative research to per-
form the purpose of assessing PbD as a stipulation in GDPR. To capture a qualitative
insight of PbD as a stipulation, the conduction of an interview study was performed. It is
essential for software engineering purposes to grasp the sophistication of PbD as a fram-
ework. It is acknowledged that many security vulnerabilities, bugs, and leaks find their
roots at the level of software engineering, something that indicates that poor privacy
assumptions can cause breakage of systems if invalidated [38]. In addition, a literature
review has also been conducted as a supplement to add previous research perspectives
of PbD and act as a support in the analyzing of the results.

2.2 Limitations

Some limitations have been essential because of the comprehensiveness of the chosen
topic in this thesis. The project has been narrowed down based on the following factors;

• No deep investigation of technical differences in the implementation of PbD
Because the thesis mainly has a focus on performing an assessment of PbD as a
stipulation in GDPR, there is no deeper investigation of differences in technical
implementation since it most likely varies largely among different organizations.

• No organizational management or software engineering representative has been
interviewed
Even though PbD is a concept highly dependable on various roles, not mana-
gement, product owners or software engineers has been participating in the data
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2 Purpose, Goal and Limitations

collection because of lack of availability. The participants of the study have utterly
shared their organizational experience of the concept.

• No further comparison of privacy frameworks outside GDPR has been investiga-
ted
The collection of data has principally aligned with the interpretation of PbD as a
stipulation in GDPR. Comparisons to privacy frameworks outside GDPR has not
been relevant for this thesis.

• Limitations in number of organizations
Because of the limited number of organizations in this study, no comprehensive
attention will be put on the respective participating sectors in the data collection.
Only information about a sector that holds significance and a defining importance
for the result will be clarified.

• Loss of interpretation translating between Swedish and English
The conducted interviews were held in Swedish, hence the notion that loss in
interpretation can have occurred when translating the results.
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3 The General Data Protection Regulation - GDPR

3 The General Data Protection Regulation - GDPR

The following section introduces aspects of GDPR that is a relevant supplement for this
thesis since it embarks to get particular insight of PbD as a stipulation of the regulation.

3.1 Incentives for GDPR

Today, privacy and data protection are at the brink of becoming one of the most severely
damaged aspects of the digital society [22]. The scale of the collection and sharing of
personal data has experienced a significant increase, especially since technology allows
both private companies and public authorities to make use of personal data to pursue
their activities [16]. Notably, the European Convention on Human Rights and the Uni-
versal Declaration of Human Rights have acknowledged that privacy is a fundamental
right. Therefore do privacy and data protection constitute the core values of individuals
and as a contribution to a functioning democratic society [17]. The regulation of GD-
PR became an effective law as of May 25th, 2018. The general idea of the regulation
is to ensure consistent and homogeneous restrictions regarding the collection, storing
and processing of personal data within the European Union. In principle, the GDPR
applies to associations, organizations, authorities and private individuals who carry out
the processing of personal data of individuals of the European Union, regardless of the
originated location of the controller processing the data. The crucial aspect of personal
data is that simple information on its own, or in combination with other information,
can be linked to a living individual person [16].

3.1.1 The processing of personal data

The constitution of data processing refers to all types of activities with personal data,
for example, collection, registration, organization, structuring, storage, manipulation,
alteration, retrieval, reading, and use [2]. GDPR is a regulation that aids individuals to
enforce their rights against any sort of abusive personal data processing. Individuals
must give consent under GDPR through a statement or a clear affirmative action which
signifies the agreement to processing their personal data. Another significant right is
the individual’s right to inquire a copy of all collected data about them. The controller is
obligated under the GDPR to enforce appropriate technical and organizational measures
to implement and include the data protection principles when the processing of a data
subject’s personal data transpires in their daily activities for a specific purpose. Such
an appropriation of implementation measurements is a way to ensure that the GDPR
requirements are complied with and that the data subject’s rights are being protected
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3 The General Data Protection Regulation - GDPR

accordingly. Failure to comply with GDPR may lead to substantial penalties, where
some significant infringements could mean a fine up to 20 million EURO, or 4% of the
controllers total worldwide annual turnover. [16].

3.2 GDPR’s Data Protection Criterium

GDPR is a comprehensive regulation. The data protection criterium addresses essential
factors for controllers to take into consideration when the processing of personal data
occurs, which especially is insistence as a consideration when one shall design techno-
logy that are depended to adhere to privacy and data protection of individuals personal

3.2.1 Principles relating to the processing of personal data

The approach to processing personal data is structured by a set of seven principles under
Article 5(1) in GDPR. The principles that are often being referred to lie close to the
heart of the general data protection regime. The embodiment of the principles is not
reflected as strict rules to comply with, rather a fundamental building block for good
data protection practice.

1) Lawfulness, fairness, and transparency The data subject must be clear in why
data is being collected and how the data will be used. The data shall be processed
lawfully, fairly and in a transparent manner.

2) Purpose limitation The controller must have a lawful and legitimate purpose
for processing the data subjects’ personal data. The data shall be collected for a
specified, explicit and legitimate purpose, and not further processed in a manner
that is inconsistent with said purposes.

3) Data minimization The processed data shall be adequate, relevant and limited to
what is necessary in relation to the purposes that require the controller to process
a data subject’s personal data.

4) Accuracy The controller must ensure that the data subject’s information remains
accurate, valid and relevant for the purpose. The processing of personal data shall
be accurate and kept up to date.

5) Storage limitation The processed data shall be kept in a form which permits the
identification of data subjects for no longer than necessary for its purpose.

5



3 The General Data Protection Regulation - GDPR

6) Integrity and confidentiality The controller shall guarantee that data is proces-
sed in a manner that ensures appropriate security of the data subject’s personal
data. Additionally, the data shall be protected against unauthorized or unlawful
processing and against accidental loss, destruction or damage.

7) Accountability The controller is accountable for its ability to demonstrate com-
pliance with the principles related to the processing of personal data.

3.2.2 Data protection by design and by default

The responsibility and organizational implementation measurements to embed comple-
te compliance with GDPR are being stated in Article 25, which primary invokes the
stipulation of PbD. A controller must take into account the state of the art, the cost of
implementation and the nature, scope, context and purposes of processing data subjects’
personal data, as well as the severity of data subjects’ privacy rights posed by the pro-
cessing. It remains in the controllers responsibility to assess a comprehensive plan and
purpose of processing personal data. Furthermore, the controller shall “both at the time
of the determination of the means for processing and at the time of the processing itself”
[16], demonstrate the implementation of appropriate technical and organisational me-
asures. The implementation of appropriate technical and organizational measurements
shall ensure that only personal data which are necessary for a specific purpose of the pro-
cessing are being processed by default. It is an obligation that applies to “the amount of
personal data collected, the extent of their processing, the period of their storage and
their accessibility” [16] The meaning of such implementation measures are to ensure
that by default data subjects’ personal data are not made accessible without consent [3].

6
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4 Literature Review - Privacy by Design

This section is a contextualization of the principles of PbD and current discussions of the
framework. PbD is a broad topic, often associated with security precautions as a com-
plementary subsidy. However, this literature review solemnly focuses on introducing
suggestions of measurements to incorporate PbD into activities where the processing of
personal data occurs, and academic contributions examining the framework as a whole.

4.1 The Foundation of Privacy by Design

The concept of PbD was developed by Ann Cavoukian in 1995 as a response to the
increment of more complex information technologies where she saw the necessity of a
preserving and promoting approach towards informational privacy. The framework pro-
actively embeds privacy directly into information technology, business practices, phy-
sical design, and networked infrastructures, assuring privacy to be the default [10]. The
principle of PbD simply means “data protection through technology design”, indicating
the thought that data protection in data processing procedures is best sustained when
already integrated into the technology when created [3]. There are seven foundational
principles that constructs PbD to be a fundamental approach in systems development to
mitigate data subjects’ privacy concerns and achieve data protection compliance.

Proactive, not Reactive PbD anticipates and prevents invasive events before they hap-
pen. The aim is to prevent privacy infractions with no repentance for remedies
resolving breaches once they occurred.

Privacy as the Default Setting To deliver a maximum degree of privacy, PbD ensu-
res that personal data automatically is being protected in any given IT system or
business practice. Building in privacy as the default, no action performed by the
subject has to occur for privacy to be protected.

Privacy Embedded into Design Embedding PbD into the design and architecture of
IT systems and business practices ensures that privacy becomes an essential com-
ponent of the core functionality upon delivery.

Full Functionality By accommodating all legitimate interests and objectives in a positive-
sum manner, the elimination of unnecessary trade-offs occurs by neglecting a
zero-sum approach.

End-to-End Security Embedding PbD prior to the first phase of a collection of infor-
mation, an extension of security throughout the entire life-cycle of data is ensured.
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Involving strong security measures from start to finish is essential to privacy.

Visibility and Transparency PbD assure all stakeholders that component parts and
operations remain visible and transparent, both to users and providers alike. By
operating to the stated promises and objectives, PbD ensures independent verifi-
cation.

Respect for User Privacy By requiring architects and operators to keep the interest of
the individual of the highest significance, PbD offers to empower user-friendly
options, strong privacy defaults, and appropriate notice [11].

4.2 Incorporation of Privacy by Design

The increased stress of a framework such as PbD is the consequence of privacy being
socio-technical, or in other words, the existence of both socio-cultural and technical
aspects to privacy. Therefore, this section addresses some organizational precautions
necessary to highlight for a proper implementation of PbD.

4.2.1 Objectives of Privacy by Design

In theory, a base system usually functions without privacy being baked in. Consequently,
there is a pressing need for privacy regulations to ensure compliance, customer trust, risk
management and adhere to ethical concerns when engineering information systems [12].
An analysis provided by the European Data Protection Supervisor (EDPS) embarks on
the need for grounding technological development towards proper human-based techno-
logy design, something that could be achieved with the principles of PbD [15]. It is fair
to state that PbD can be defined as a practical measure in the form of technological and
design-based solutions, aimed to ensure compliance with privacy and data protection
laws. The aim of PbD is to design and develop a system or software/hardware device
in an approach that supports and materializes privacy principles as goals and functions
so that a system or device becomes “privacy-aware” or “privacy-friendly”. [24], [25].
It is an emphasization on the salient need for an incorporate collaboration of a privacy
mindset when information systems are being developed [25].

4.2.2 Acknowledging Privacy by Design

Approaching the implementation of PbD in an information system is a challenging task.
Proper inclusion of a privacy mindset within the organization relies on the action taken

8



4 Literature Review - Privacy by Design

by governance and management. In a study performed by Bernsmed, the acknowledge-
ment of privacy within the organization itself is introduced as an important subsidize
to implement PbD in a software engineering process. Mainly, the acknowledgement of
privacy must be taken seriously by the management, followed by the acquisition of a
privacy mindset from people responsible of the system that process personal data. In
Bernsmed’s view, acknowledging privacy can, for example, mean that the organiza-
tion has appointed a privacy officer that remains accountable for privacy protection, the
establishment of privacy policies and that privacy risk assessments are regularly being
performed within the organization [7]. As argued by Cavoukian, Shapiro and Cronk,
the privacy policy of the organization must be the leading force when PbD is being
implemented. Policies are engineering components in the sense of the critical role pri-
vacy engineers play in shaping and implementing policy, followed by how the organi-
zations integrate and implement those policies. The creation of policies should consi-
der, among others, the following factors; identifying cultural and social norms, inform
policy-makers of the available technical controls, developing policies for the SDLC, and
to provide training input on proper and improper system use [13]

4.2.3 The effectiveness of Privacy by Design

PbD should not be viewed as a hostile implication that are stagnant for future innova-
tion, rather, it seeks to ensure that privacy is being taken into consideration, preferably
as a built-in at the earliest stages of the SDLC [24]. What can be highlighted is that
the framework of PbD has evolved from being merely a technological concept to be-
come a conceptual model for building an entire privacy program [13]. The aspiration is
to successfully practice the foundational principles as a measure to ensure privacy and
personal control of the individual, and therefore, for organizations to gain a sustainable
advantage [11]. As stressed by Cavoukian, PbD can assure the effectiveness of organi-
zational privacy by, among others, serve as a framework for best practices, reduce harm
and other ”unintended”consequences associated with personal information, strengthen
internal accountability mechanism and demonstrate the effectiveness and credibility of
data management. It can further be concluded that there exist virtually infinite ways for
organizations to creatively “build in privacy” into their operations and products as a me-
asurement to earn confidence and trust of customers, business partners and to become
leaders in the global market [13].
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4.3 Engineering Privacy by Design

Even though PbD is a comprehensive concept, the lack of clarity of what “privacy by
design” actually is and how it should be translated into engineering is a remaining con-
fusion [21]. The concept of PbD declares what needs to be done, but it does not provide
any directive on how. The “how” can be found within privacy engineering, an engine-
ering approach that finds applicable tools and techniques fittable to implement priva-
cy. In essence, privacy engineering is about understanding how to include privacy as
a non-functional requirement in systems engineering with the use of various methods
[12]. There exists numerous of methodologies that can be used to identify privacy and
data protection requirements and integrate them into privacy engineering processes, so-
mething that aids in the demonstration of appropriate technological and organizational
safeguards as required by regulators [15]. However, it has been stated from various stu-
dies that the principles of PbD lacks in concrete methodologies, tools, and guidelines on
how to map legal data protection requirements in the process of engineering information
systems [21], [14]. Because this thesis primarily focuses on the perception of working
with PbD as framework, only a brief suggestion on engineering workarounds has been
provided as supplement to create an understanding of the engineering process.

4.3.1 Defining privacy requirements

The integration of privacy requirements in the design of a system is not a simple task.
Privacy itself is complex, multifaceted and requires a contextual notion. Therefore, it is
of paramount importance to define the goals of the PbD process. Performing a risk ana-
lysis or a particular risk model will act as a basis for the evaluation before any PbD can
occur [15]. A risk model establishes a structured reasoning about identified risks that
can be represented by threats, vulnerabilities and impacts in a particular domain, that
later can be addressed under risk management. The characterizations of a risk model
tend to be straightforward and usually processed in terms of flows and changes in the
states of personal information. The Fair Information Practice Principles (FIPPs) have
long been a universal risk model that can be used for translating privacy objectives to
law, policy, and technology. However, risk models based on compliance with regulations
are no longer solemnly sufficient in our socio-technical society [12]. A well known risk
analysis is the Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA). The approach is present in Article 35
in GDPR, which further is described as an instrument referring to the obligation of the
controller to conduct documentation of an impact before the start of the intended data
processing [16]. Some of the complexity circulating PbD can be found in the identifica-
tion of privacy requirements, because such identification needs profound expertise and
a contextual analysis to balance multilateral security and privacy interests [21].
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4.3.2 Architectural strategies

Potential conflicts in the objectives in terms of functional and non-functional require-
ments must be comprehended, which transcribes to the effect of setting a PbD methodo-
logy at the level of architectures. System architectures matter in a successful approach
to PbD simply because they remain to be the carriers of hard-to-change design decisions
in the earlier stages of developing systems [15]. This is further emphasised in arguments
provided by Spiekermann and Cranor, who suggest that privacy in the hands of privacy
architecture can act as a guideline for building a privacy-friendly-system. Since system
architecture can define the structure and behavior of a system, one can, for example,
approach the minimization of the collection of identifiable personal data via appropriate
architectural design decisions [34]. Some of the architectural strategies - as suggested
by Cavoukian, Shapiro and Cronk - provides a prospective recipe for full functionality
that PbD requires are being described below;

Privacy Enhancing Technologies (PETs) - PETs have long been an active contributor
to the protection of the confidentiality of personal data since it provides methods
with technological solutions to ensure privacy and data protection [37]. The ob-
vious usage of PETs is the implementation of privacy design patterns with concre-
te technology, such as the compromise of encryption, cryptography, and other
techniques developed to ensure the security of personal data [24], [17].

Data Minimization - Data minimization means that the collection of personal data, and
how long the collected data is stored, should be minimized [29]. Data minimiza-
tion could be accomplished by being implemented as a policy, an architectural
strategy and/or a technical control. PETs, anonymization, pseudonymization and
decentralization are all applicable approaches to achieve proper data minimization
[16].

Anonymization and Pseudonymization - Two distinctive methods that involve the
masking of personal data by either removing or encrypting the data to such an
extent that the personal information no longer can be linked to an individual.
The core difference between the two is that pseudonymized data can be restored
because the data is being replaced by pseudonyms or artificial identifiers [26].
Anonymization, on the other hand, is an irreversible process where the personally
identifiable information is being stripped of sufficient elements to such an extent
that the data subject no longer can be identified [27].

Decentralization - A process within organizations where the activities, mainly those
regarding planning and decision making, are being delegated or distributed away
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from the central core of an authoritative location or group [1]. From an archi-
tectural system perspective, this means that the data collection is being pushed
out from being processed in a centralized system, and enters a process performed
by intelligent clients instead. The data subjects will then be able to form their own
independent decision making in a peer-to-peer environment. [21].

4.4 Challenges with Privacy by Design

One of the evident concerns related with PbD is the fuzziness of the concept of privacy
and the vagueness found in the descriptions of the principles since it prevents an appro-
priate interpretation when a system is developed. Privacy issues are complex because
of its encompassing to legal, social, and political aspects, which makes it challenging
to establish a proper translation of privacy concerns into operational requirements for
software engineers. It is a multidisciplinary environment that requires expertise to map
abstract definitions and principles of PbD to concrete requirements [5]. Because privacy
stems from law, D. Wiese Schartum draws to emphasize in his study that it is a necessi-
ty for software engineering methodologies to have law as its point of departure so that
lawyers and experts within privacy easily can understand the process that transforms
law to design decisions [30]. Seemingly, there is a lack of existing support of enginee-
ring activities in terms of proper translation of privacy principles and the development
of conceptual frameworks that address privacy concerns and encourage the develop-
ment of privacy-aware systems [36], [9]. The collision of the two applicable discipline
concerning privacy definitely contributes to the challenges of PbD.

As the recent study performed by Morales-Trujillo et.al suggests that PbD in softwa-
re engineering is still an immature field, recognizing the lack of privacy-aware ap-
proaches for software engineering and their validation in industrial settings. The study
has mapped out that several researchers have identified particular difficulties involved
when applying the foundational principles of PbD to the progressing development of
a privacy-friendly system [36]. The fuzziness entangled to the concept of privacy ma-
kes it difficult to protect, mainly because privacy-related issues need to be identified
in a contextual, comprehensive and concrete manner. For example, this emphasizes the
need to deploy privacy risk assessments to go beyond solemnly identifying technical
risks, which requires an understanding of social perceptions and expectations that can
be derived from social norms [20]. Furthermore, some researchers are highly concerned
about the engineering of PbD because of the obvious absence of proper implementa-
tion details, lack of concrete tools to help software developers design and implement
privacy-friendly systems, and clear guidelines to address privacy issues from a deve-
loping perspective [5], [14]. Many of the already existing privacy-preserving solutions
have a significant architectural impact on privacy. However, typically there are no ac-
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companied design guidelines to mitigate the impact of used privacy-preserving solu-
tions. This implies a need for techniques that can be adopted to specify, implement and
justify towards the acceptable levels of privacy protection [5]. As concluded by Ysk-
out et.al study of a number of security and privacy by design methods, notations, and
techniques with focus on the early stages of software development, one can question if
early development efforts actually pays off. Currently, it seems to be trivial question to
ask if current security and privacy design techniques are capable of identifying potential
issues before they turn into actual problems, furthermore if existing techniques are as
effective to develop software designs that are inherently less prone to potential securi-
ty and privacy defects. Empirical studies embracing these questions are performed far
too infrequently according to the study, which brings to the lack of empirical evidence
supporting the impact of existing privacy methods [38]
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The methodology for the thesis was divided into three parts; research and literature revi-
ew about the subject, interview process, and analyzation of collected data from the con-
ducted interviews and the literature review. The following section provides a description
and explanation of the respective parts.

5.1 Research and Literature Review

An important aspect of this part of the methodology is that it provided the essential
knowledge needed to prepare for the interviews. This in order to understand the legal
regulation of PbD and its prosperity from a research perspective as a means to formulate
appropriate questions for the interviews and understand the response of the participants.
Preparatory research and a literature review were conducted as a source for qualitative
knowledge and insight of the topic at hand.

5.1.1 Preparatory research

For this thesis, it was important to understand PbD as stipulation in GDPR and the impli-
cations from a controller’s perspective to adhere to the privacy principles. Therefore, the
preparatory research was conducted to meet qualitative dimensions of PbD from a te-
chnical and organizational activities perspective. Research articles and books combined
with legal frameworks and regulations were the main sources when collecting essenti-
al research background and knowledge to support the scope of the thesis. Because of
the communicated language in GDPR where some parts were hard to depict without
previous legal expertise, web articles about the subject and descriptions provided by
EU and Datainspektionen were considered as subsided aid. The scientific notion that
contributed to the preparatory research was found through the academic search engi-
ne Google Scholar, mainly from searching with various constellations of ‘Privacy by
Design’, ’Privacy and data protection’ and ‘GDPR’.

5.1.2 Literature review

Because of the reasoning behind PbD started out as a technical approach, but adverted
to develop towards more legal regulation premises, the preparatory research initiated
an extension of a literature review. As established by Snider, the building block of all
academic research activities of one’s research relies on relating the objective to existing
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knowledge, regardless of discipline. A literature review is a research method that is
more relevant than ever because of how multiple areas in research and business are
accelerating at a tremendous speed, thus the importance of remaining fragmented and
interdisciplinary. By systematically collecting and synthesizing previous research does
a literature review is able to support state-of-the-art research by assessing collective
evidence. The potential for making theoretical and practical contributions increases with
the method [32]. Another important aspect of this part of the methodology is to provided
the essential knowledge needed to prepare for the interviews. This in order to understand
the legal regulation of PbD and its prosperity from a research perspective as a means to
formulate appropriate questions for the interviews and understand the response of the
participants.

5.2 The Interview Process

Because of the “fuzziness” obscuring PbD, the interviews were a main part of the da-
ta collection for this thesis because of the need of qualitative input for the assessment.
By conducting semi-structured interviews to gather information provided more clarity
behind a person’s reasoning, to the contrary of performing questionnaires. The inter-
viewees were chosen based on their variations in background and their role as privacy
and data protection professionals with experience of working with GDPR and the im-
plementation of PbD.

5.2.1 Qualitative research methodology

A qualitative research methodology was chosen as a basis for this thesis considering
the interviews are the main source of data collection. Qualitative interviews are the
most common format of data collection when it comes to qualitative methodology [23].
By conducting qualitative research, the enablement of developing an understanding of
how the interviewees ascribe to their experiences with PbD as a regulation in GDPR
was possible [35]. Adopting a qualitative methodology contributes to the fine-tuning of
pre-conceived notions as well as extrapolating the thought process and analyzing the
problem at hand from an in-depth perspective. Evidence indicates that qualitative rese-
arch is suitable when one tends to ascertain and theorize about prominent issues, which
made it an obvious choice of methodology to pursuit for this thesis [23]. As mentio-
ned in a study performed by Shenton, the background and experience of the researcher
strengthen the credibility of the research, which is especially important in qualitati-
ve research since the person is the major instrument of data collection and analysis
[31]. Therefore, the comprehensive preparatory research and literature review were the
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primary objectives for the qualitative part of this thesis. What needs to be taken into
consideration when proceeding with qualitative interviews is the degree of risk in the
decisions the interviewer makes over the course of the interview, adding extra attentive-
ness and reflection on decisions made during the interview and potential consequences
of those decisions. The methodology involves reflexively, which is bound to all phases
of the research [18]. Another important aspect of qualitative research methodology is
the awareness of the possibility of multiple realities and reasoning when analyzing the
collected data. Since the information is being interpreted by the researchers, one has to
consider that it is not a consistency of universal interpretation of information. This does
not necessarily imply that various interpretations in qualitative research are untrustwort-
hy [31].

5.2.2 Semi-structured interviews

The interviews were conducted in a semi-structured format. By performing open-ended
questions, and having the possibility to augment questions if needed throughout the in-
terview, the questions tend to capture rich data for the qualitative research [28]. The
crucial part of performing interviews is for the researcher to understand the intervi-
ewee’s response and reasoning, notably since inaccurate interpretation can occur other-
wise [19]. The interviewee subjects considered suitable for interviews was profoundly
people with a profile as Data Protection Officer (DPO) or experience with implementing
GDPR and PbD in organizations, providing subjects with a mix of both technical and
legal perspectives. The final interviewees resembled the following constellation of role
and belonging sector;

1. DPO - Finance

2. DPO - Retail

3. DPO - Telecom

4. Consultant - Retail

5. Consultant Cyversecuirty

The variations in profiles and background was interesting because the interviewee sub-
jects could provide variations in experience and perspective of PbD as a framework.
Subjects were found through personal inquiry through email or Linkedin with a descrip-
tion of the intention of this thesis and invited to participate if desired.
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5.2.3 Conduction of interviews

Once a subject had confirmed interest to participate they further received an informa-
tion sheet with more describing details of the scope of the thesis and what they could
expect of how their collected data would be handled in the thesis. If an interviewee at
some point wished to have their participation and data collection withdrawn from the
thesis, the possibility always existed without any further negotiation. The interviewees
remain anonymous throughout the thesis, ensuring that no identification can be made.
Therefore, none of the interviewee’s belonging organization have been mentioned by
name, only belonging sector when judged as necessary information for the result. A
consent form was provided in which the subjects would sign an agreement to ensure
their understanding of how the collected information would be used. The majority of
the interviews were performed at the interviewee’s workplace to assure a familiar and
comfortable environment, these interviews were also audio-recorded and transcribed
with consent from the interviewee. One interview was conducted through a phone call,
leading to active note-taking on a computer throughout the interview. This particular
interview has been under attentive consideration when analyzing the result compared
to the others since it lacks the equivalent in-depth perspective. All interviews were per-
formed in Swedish since it was the native tongue of the majority of the interviewees.
One participant did not have Swedish as a native tongue, but the language skills were
profound enough that the interview could proceed in Swedish with the exception of a
few clarifications in communication using English vocabulary and terms. The quota-
tions used in the result section have been translated from Swedish to English, which can
have contributed to different configuration of the actual quote.

5.3 Data Analyzation

A thematic analysis was carried out once all data had been collected from the intervi-
ews. Within qualitative research, a thematic analysis is one of the most common forms
of analysis, considering it further emphasizes identification, analyzation and interpre-
ting patterns of meanings or themes found within the data [8]. The choice of method
was particularly useful for the purpose of this thesis because of its intention to captu-
re stakeholders perception and experience of working with PbD as a stipulation. The
initial step of the thematic analysis was to get accustomed to the data, followed by iden-
tifying different themes that can aid in the search for answering the research questions.
The literature review served as a support when the themes were created because of the
building block previous academic research already had provided. By relating to alrea-
dy accomplished academic research facilitated in the creation and the relevance of the
themes.
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This section presents the result - as described in the methodology section - divided into
the different identified themes. The different themes present a compilation of significant
information and certain quotes collected from the interviews.

6.1 Perception of privacy concerns

This particular theme addresses the interviewee’s perception of privacy concerns based
on their experience of work. None of the interviewees provided the exact same descrip-
tion of what they perceived as a fundamental privacy concern. However, there was a
case where significant similarities could be identified in the underlying objective provi-
ded in two interviewees’ answers. They both had experience working within the retail
sector, and both described the individual’s privacy as the main concern when processing
personal data. One of the two interviewees expressed the high concern of individuals
powerlessness in the processing itself:

“People are not aware of what is happening to their personal information,
especially that organizations are making money on the information they
provide. People are the product, something they rarely are aware of to ac-
tually make a conscious decision. You cannot acquire individuals’ to be
conscious about everything, it is the organization’s responsibility to protect
the individual.”

The other interviewee formulated a concern of how intrusive the identification of indi-
vidual interests and purchase history used for the purpose to target specific offers can
become when there is a lack of proper objectives to protect the individual exists. The
interviewee further stated the value of personal information, which further puts a re-
spective on the responsibility when the processing of personal data occurs:

“It is personal information that is the driving force for organizations today,
which makes data the main asset to earn money.”

One of the interviewees was established in the finance sector, and saw privacy concerns
as a risk related to GDPR in the sense that it would be harmful for the organization if the
processing of personal data occurred in a way that their customers did not approve of.
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Another interviewee with a background in telecom looked at privacy concerns in rela-
tion to how personal information was intended to be used. The interviewee emphasized
that if personal information was collected without having questioned if the information
was deemed necessary for a particular purpose, then it could be perceived as a priva-
cy concern simply because the collection lacked in purposeful processing, which was
supported by the following explanation:

“It is important to ask the right question - Do we need this data and why?
It is a laborious question to handle for organizations because either it is
perceived that all data is necessary or the lack of knowledge about which
data actually is necessary, which draws one to collect all over nothing.”

Furthermore, a different perspective was provided by the last interviewee, a consultant
within cyber security, who deemed that the potential threat was the highest privacy con-
cern when the processing of personal data occurred by explaining:

“One should think about the potential threat that arrives with highly wired
and connected societies. Everything becomes more valuable in an aggrega-
ted format, not only for competition but also for cyber-criminals. The same
aggregated data can be used by cyber-criminals to achieve directed and
successful attacks on individuals, organizations, and governments.”

6.2 Prioritization of privacy principles

The central discussion of this theme is about the interviewee’s opinion of which prin-
ciple is most significant among the privacy principles embedded as building block in
GDPR. It is also evident here that there is no clear and pervading opinion on how to
prioritize privacy principles, even if some agreement among the interviewees existed.
One of the interviewees approached the question by saying:

“You do not want to prioritize. But, you have to be reminded that it is people
that work in organizations, so one has to observe the level of maturity to
approach privacy and data protection. ”

Two of the interviewees agreed that ‘data minimization’ was a principle that should be
of high priority in the processing of personal data. By minimizing the collection of data,
they argued that the consequences would decrease along with the action of minimiza-
tion. It can further be understood in their answers that data minimization is important
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since it allows for more control over the data that is being processed, especially in the
sense of ensuring security and protection of sensitive data. One of the interviewees put
it very simply:

“Data minimization is prominent to lessen the consequences if something
were to happen with the processed data.”

On the other hand, another interviewee revealed an understanding that especially data
minimization was one of the principles that often could be overlooked, rather than being
a high priority. The interviewee emphasized the foremost importance of controlling and
processing personal data based on the ‘lawfulness, fairness, and transparent’ principle
so the processing can become clear for the data subject.

“It is extremely crucial, in my opinion, to process data based on legalization
since it protects the individual even if the awareness of giving consent has
been provided or not.”

The last two interviewees advocated for ‘purpose limitation’ as one of the most im-
portant factors in ensuring privacy. One of the two had a background working in the
financial sector, which brought through advocacy for ‘integrity and confidentiality’ as
one of the organization’s’ highest priority based on their activities. However, based on
the current role of the interviewee, the personal opinion was that it was more important
to remain accountable for what purposes the processing occurs. The other interviewee
managed to describe both perspectives respectively by stating:

“Everything has to be processed with a purpose. Firstly, a fundamental
basis for the purpose must be disclosed, after that one can advance the
purpose by applying legalization. One must think about how much data
is necessary and for how long it will remain relevant before it is time to
eliminate the data.”

6.3 Practice of Privacy by Design as a stipulation

This particular theme highlights the interviewee’s experience of PbD as a stipulation in
GDPR and further explanations of some organizational measurements to achieve GDPR
compliance. One of the interviewees interpreted GDPR compliance and PbD with a
clear manner:
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“According to me, PbD and GDPR is the same thing when you are working
with GDPR compliance.”

In the majority of cases, the processing and protection of personal data was a respon-
sibility handled by the department managing IT security. The rest of the interviewees’
described it either as a responsibility of legal representatives under a particular data pro-
tection department or as a collaboration of both legal and IT security expertise. One of
the interviewees described how the differences in the two distinctive disciplines appro-
ached data protection:

“IT-security is more technical, whereas legal overlook the equally impor-
tant non-technical aspects such as policies and physical security. Based on
their observations and analysis, requirements to IT-security and DPO’s can
be made.”

Re-organization was an evident effect all interviewees had experienced. Some of the
interviewees mentioned the introduction of new roles and work methods was a result of
achieving compliance. The other interviewees experienced that the organization did not
have to do a tremendous amount of reorganization for being compliant, however, they
mentioned that they had to increase more privacy related roles such as DPO to continu-
ously improve their processing of personal data. One of the interviewee’s summarized
it simply:

“We have worked with this before, but not to the same extent. It is good,
because we will have much more knowledge about the subject, and that is
a positive readjustment. ”

Some of the interviewees especially talked about the overall stress of being accountable
for GDPR compliance, and overall described it in a way that actions were made to only
fit the framework of demonstrating compliance, rather than actually nurturing a sustai-
nable privacy mindset within the organization. One of the interviewees had experience
working in a large organization within telecom, and described a sensation of frustra-
tion. The organization had a history of proper information security and data information
security precautions, and to become GDPR compliant the approach was to connect GD-
PR actions to already existing frameworks. However, the difficult question for them
appeared with innovation prospects such as AI and the Internet of Things (IoT), simply
because of their need for developing and innovating with the usage of data, which to
some extent could be a natural persons’ data. The interviewee said:
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“It is hard and unclear because we are in need of using data in our develop-
ment projects, and from this perspective, GDPR and PbD is not as sufficient,
so we have to continuously perform based on our own judgment.”

Even if the obvious is to find solutions that fit the organizational activities as a measu-
rement to achieve compliance with the aid of PbD, a few of the interviewees stressed
the difficulties of interpreting GDPR to achieve actual compliance from a technologi-
cal perspective. The difficulties seem to correlate to the complexity of conceding the
comprehensive implementation in already established processes and systems. The in-
terviewees mentioned cases such as the crucial dependency on early design choices,
choosing suitable methodology, the mapping of personal data that occurs in all distin-
ctive processes, workout of proper risk analysis to identify where in the process one is
not compliant, organizational education and knowledge, and coordination issues over
multi-disciplinary implementation project mainly as difficult aspects to figure out. One
of the interviewees choose to reflect about it as a result of people’s insecurities of the
actual meaning of GDPR from a technological perspective by responding:

“Many seem to have difficulties with interpreting GDPR, which leads to
over-complicated precautions. People are scared that they will fail if they
have not implemented GDPR ‘by the letter’. If that is the attitude that drives
the organization’s privacy measurements, it conceives a battle that already
has been lost.”

The same interviewee continues to describe that it should not be hard for organizations
to remain compliant with the principles of PbD, but only if the foundation they operate
have been correctly introduced and embedded within the organization by saying:

“According to me, implementing the principles of PbD is not hard if they are
introduced in the earliest phases, however, it becomes immensely difficult if
they end up in the backlog. ”

6.4 Implementation of Privacy by Design

The following theme discusses the approach the interviewees found most relevant con-
cerning how to implement PbD within the organization. Some dissonance occurred in
how each interviewee chose to approach the question, leading to some significant vari-
ations in response in the collected data for this theme. Nevertheless, the answers have
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been aggregated to correspond to appropriate processes as the principal approach im-
plementing PbD in processes, where methods such as various risk models, risk analysis,
risk and consequence assessment, including the conduction of a PIA/DPIA were men-
tioned to especially identify privacy risks and privacy requirements. As expressed by
one of the interviewees, the optimization of PbD is being introduced as a support once
the identification of personal data within processes occurs:

“Do you handle personal data? If the answer is ‘yes, then it must exist a pre-
defined PbD-process where the first step would be to describe and constitute
a process-mapping where one declares what actually is happening with the
data.”

The interviewees described a huge variation when it comes to chosen work models
during the implementation of PbD; agile teams with ’privacy’ coaches, DevOps, the
waterfall model and pre-defined processes. The difficulties that were mentioned lingered
in the awareness of how to actually work with privacy and data protection. One of the
interviewee’s narrated the following:

“We have to have a network of privacy professionals that are spreading
the message to everyone, especially to the developing teams. Data priva-
cy specialists are cooperating with our teams of developers to ensure they
can influence and set requirements. That way, you receive guidelines and
frameworks with reconciliation.”

The interviewees stressed that PbD must be invoked in all phases, but it is essential it is
implemented as early as it can be, otherwise it becomes more difficult. One interviewee
stressed that the workload as a consultant would increase on a three-time scale depen-
ding on where in the process the consultancy was introduced. The majority mentioned
the importance could be found in how management introduced, implicitly and explicit-
ly, clear processes and frameworks on how to approach PbD. However, what also can
be understood from the interviewees observations and attitude is that PbD as regulation
has not facilitated the work with privacy and the processing of personal data, simply
because of the comprehensive workload and inconsistencies for everyone involved. One
of the interviewees reflected on the overall impact of PbD as a contemporary techni-
cal regulation and concluded that the concepts fuzziness contributes to the difficulty by
saying:

“It has not matured enough to make it easier for organizations. Maybe a
small portion, but the perception is still divided. However, I can personally
feel that PbD probably cannot become more apparent than it already is.”
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6.5 Embedding Privacy by Design

This theme addresses the interviewee’s perception of how one should approach the em-
bedding of PbD, based on their own experience and personal opinions. The interviewees
did not seem to be concerned about how one should approached the technical imple-
mentation of PbD. It is clear that all interviewees identified the importance of having
the majority within the organization on board with what the principles of PbD actually
mean, but it could also be context dependent of how knowledgeable people have to be.
The most common answer reflected on the saturation of why it is vital for the majority
to have knowledge about PbD, but also emphasizing that it is hard to spread the message
as described by two interviewees:

“Every department must have an understanding of how they should work
with data according to PbD. In a digital organization must PbD be part
of the overall operation, and especially developers must have security and
PbD in their mindsets. Developers must understand the concept that there
is data they do not have the right to work with.”

“The problem is that there are so many steps happening during the integra-
tion. Many people on the team questioned why it was necessary; ‘Isn’t this
a legal question, and has nothing to do with IT? Why do I have to handle
this?’”

What can be distinguished from the overall answers provided by the interviews is that
they see PbD as a comprehensive task to interpret, and especially work with, because
of the number of stakeholders and various processes that need to be taken into account.
A few of the interviewees talked about the overall understanding of a privacy mindset
that emerged with GDPR, and how necessary it is to nurture to achieve results with
embedding PbD:

“When the team pro-active demonstrate that they think about data privacy,
when they display that they understand the questions circulating privacy
and data protection, that is when one have come far in nurturing the privacy
mindset.”

As an addon, all the interviewee’s considered comprehensive education as a principal
solution to nurture a certain privacy mindset to aid working with PbD within the or-
ganization. Some variation on approach was mentioned, such as e-learning, seminars,
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early introduction of privacy initiative in projects so it does not become obscure, and
internal marketing campaigns. Some of the organizations provided education for all
their employees, the others provided it only for certain projects when necessary. The
following scenario describes an interviewee’s reflection regarding the importance of
having knowledge about privacy and data protection when working with a PbD fram-
ework:

“We choose a decentralized approach of the implementation, which contri-
buted to a bit of confusion since many people had not previous experience
of working with privacy and data protection. It was an extra workload to
ensure that these people understood privacy as described in PbD.”

It seems that project managers and particular privacy ‘roles’ - such as a DPO or data
privacy specialists - where foremost accountable for the outsourcing of implementation
measurements regarding data protection. Some of the interviewees mentioned a wish
that some roles would rise and become more involved and aware of the processing of
personal data, such as system architectures and developers.

6.6 Impact on future privacy and data protection

To understand the impact GDPR has had on the processing of personal data, this theme
discusses the aftermath of the regulation and what it can mean for the future privacy
and data protection within technology, information systems, and products. The overall
perception is that before GDPR, neither people nor organizations had a privacy mindset
to the same extent as after the enforcement of the regulation, as expressed by one of the
interviewee’s:

“It has become a huge readjustment because previously did the organiza-
tions own the information, and after GDPR the individual is the solemn
owner of its own data of course. this changes the way one have to operate.”

Another aspect described by an interviewee is that people working with privacy before
GDPR already had a particular privacy mindset, and within the organization, internal
privacy policies acted as a guideline for privacy. After the implementation of GDPR,
their work became easier since it suddenly affected everyone’s interest on a different
level. However, the majority of the interviewees did not believe that neither GDPR nor
the enforcement of PbD actually did any particular difference in nurturing a sustainable
privacy mindset. Everything speaks for the caution and fear of potential sanctions if
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the processing of personal data does not live up to the requirements as presented in the
regulation.

Disclosing on future regulation necessary when the processing of personal data occurs,
all interviewees agreed on that there must be a discussion on data processing in contem-
porary trends such as AI, IoF, robotics, and automations solutions.

“As of today, no one really knows about the legal responsibility with AI,
only that it is a technical trend everyone wants to draw use of.”

“We will need separate regulations for AI in a potential update of GDPR.
AI is introduced to make own conclusions in systems, and in the end, this
will affect individuals and their personal integrity.”

Some of the interviewees discussed the potential of separate regulations for different
sectors and the majority were positive to the idea. One of the interviewees did not believe
this to be an actual solution i order to include more clarity and convenience to introduce
separate regulations.
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The discussion centers around the identified themes as described in the results. Each
theme is being discussed with support provided in the Literature Review section to com-
prehensively dissect previous academic findings of the topic at hand.

7.1 Reflection on privacy concerns

Since privacy is socio-technical, some socio-cultural aspects do play part in the deve-
lopment of privacy-friendly systems. Therefore, the interviewee’s perception of privacy
concerns was of interest since it reflects on why protecting personal data is import to
them. The results distinguishes that there exists an inconsistency between what the in-
terviewees perceive as vital privacy concerns. Yet, it was obvious that the fundamental
privacy concern was to assure the protection of individuals’ personal data, but described
from three different perspectives; the misuse of personal data, the impact of GDPR, and
a concern of potential threat. Something that emerges in the results is that the percep-
tion of privacy concerns can be associated with the interviewees’ belonging sector. This
is not particularly surprising since the operational activities affects cultural and social
norms within the organization. Nevertheless, it implies that there exists a solidarity in
privacy and data protection in terms of how the organization operates. Translating the
significance of privacy concerns into a technical perspective provides understanding of
how the technical design can meet the concern. An information system processing per-
sonal information of individuals and, for example, their purchase history should consi-
der the vulnerability of profiling individuals without their consent. If privacy concerns
are highly saturated in operational activities, it can help software engineers to distingu-
ish essential design choices and deepen their expertise to tackle complex privacy requi-
rements.

7.2 Prioritization of privacy principles

The privacy principles as stated in GDPR invokes a fundamental building block for good
data protection practice [16]. However, can you prioritize among such important prin-
ciples? One of the interviewees explicitly said that prioritization is not something you
want to do, but it might be necessary. Two factors were mentioned as dependable; the
maturity of the given implementation of privacy and data protection, and the skill-set
of the team. It brings clarity that prioritization is considered to be necessary based on
implementation measurements and team qualifications. You have to make the best out
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of what you got, even if that means you have to cut down something else. Insights from
the other interviewees points that ‘lawfulness, fairness, and transparent’, ‘data minimi-
zation’ and ‘purpose limitation’ were concerned to be the principles to prioritize. Still,
the results provided an insight that data minimization easily can be overlooked, even
if stipulations advocate differently. It translates that organizations can have a hard time
to establish proper data minimization precautions. One can reason that it is difficult to
identify boundaries when the processing of personal data occurs. Hence the importance
of translating the social, legal and political aspects of privacy so it becomes understan-
dable in software engineering purposes. The results stretch over this perspective since
they provide an indication that the privacy principles associated as technical - storage
limitation, integrity and confidentiality - were not considered by any of the interviewees
as a prioritization to the same extent. Of course, this does not ratify that privacy engine-
ering is less essential. Rather, it demonstrates that the interviewees sees that the priority
is to clarify the purpose of collecting personal data since it can be more damageable
otherwise.

7.3 Practice of Privacy by Design as a stipulation

The interesting parts of the interviewees’ experiences of PbD as a stipulation in GDPR
were found in who was responsible for achieving compliance, how people compre-
hended privacy and data protection, and finally the interpretation of working with the
regulation.

7.3.1 Establishment of GDPR responsibility

The results show some dissimilarities in where the responsibility of privacy and da-
ta protection were being placed within organizations. The majority indicated that IT-
security, or at least co-accountable, foremost managed privacy and data protection. The
other interviewee’s described a specific data protection department, established by legal
representatives. It is fair to address that nevertheless the responsible discipline, all inter-
viewees stressed for multi-disciplinary cooperation efforts to achieve privacy and data
protection according to the directives given in GDPR. IT-security provides technical ex-
pertise, whereas legal representatives can provide the non-technical aspects necessary
for assuring privacy and data protection. The results show that it is primarily indepen-
dent from organization to organization how they choose to approach organizational me-
asurements to assure privacy and data protection. Hence, the result cannot provide an
optimal suggestion of who should primarily be responsible. However, what is evident
is that there must be an intermediate understanding between both technical and legal
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representatives since privacy and data protection do not function without the other. One
can address that GDPR has enforced more driven work efforts to assure that privacy
from a humanitarian perspective translates well into technical design.

7.3.2 Comprehension of privacy and data protection

To demonstrate GDPR compliance, one has to incorporate PbD. When the interviewees
spoke about organizational measurements associated with GDPR compliance, the un-
derlying interpretation was that PbD was the same thing as being GDPR compliant. If
you are working with a framework that incorporates privacy in technical design, you
are working towards GDPR compliance. Yet, it was evident that the interviewees found
it difficult to actually interpret GDPR into a clear technical perspective. As indicated
by the interviewee’s experience, there is an evident lack of straightforward enginee-
ring methodologies and tools to incorporate PbD, which makes it difficult to work with
the framework [36]. This can highly be associated with what previously was discussed
in section 7.3.1, meaning that the loss of privacy perception easily occurs when legal
requirements translate into privacy requirements, something that hinders PbD to bur-
geon. Reflecting on previous research, one can assume that software engineers to some
extent are discouraged from making privacy a priority [6]. As one of the interviewees
had experienced, if someone has a background within technology their main approach
is to think about security measurements within the information system, rather than in-
terpreting privacy with an individual’s personal data in mind. Today, privacy and data
protection are enforced to be perceived from a humanitarian perspective, but when a
team of software engineers cannot apprehended such a mindset, it can transpire to re-
flect on the level of privacy protection in the final product.

7.3.3 Perception of Privacy by Design

The results show that GDPRs privacy and data protection contribution has caused so-
me frustration for already established organizations. An evident reason was how one
interviewee saw that the regulation to some extent lacks in the usage of personal data
for developing and innovating purposes, leaving a team to perform based on their own
privacy judgment instead. How shall one define a purpose of processing personal data
when said purpose has not yet been identified? Furthermore, there is a trace of negati-
vity regarding GDPR since it was perceived to be demanding to achieve compliance for
many organizations. This can further be explained by an aspect found in the results; pe-
ople are scared of failing GDPR compliance if the regulation is not implemented ’by the
letter’. Such a mindset can be perceived to be discouraging and not particularly paving
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the way towards human-based technology design [15]. This hints that PbD as a fram-
ework might have taken a hit receiving a negative perception as well since it somewhat
increases the workload of protecting individuals personal data over simplifying it.

7.4 Implementation of Privacy by Design

The overall result shows that “appropriate processes” was considered to be the best way
to approach the implementation of PbD within operational activities. What the intervi-
ewees found as “appropriate processes” primarily related to first initiating risk models,
risk analysis, risk, and consequence assessment, and/or the conduction of a PIA/DPIA
to identify the privacy risk and additionally confirming privacy requirements. Moreo-
ver, work models such as agile teams with “privacy coaches”, DevOps, the waterfall
model, decentralize the processing, and pre-defined processes were mentioned as used
approaches to implement PbD. The variations found in the results cannot not provide an
identification of a favorable implementation approach to PbD used by different organi-
zations. However, the mapping of data was particularly mentioned as an approach used
in already established processes. By identifying existing gaps where personal data was
not handled subsequently according to GDPR, one could use a pre-defined PbD-process
to declare what is happening to the processed data. Even though this approach is merely
one of many, it provides insight of the comprehensive mending of PbD in technical de-
sign to the extent GDPR enforces. Furthermore, the results confirm that the later PbD is
being introduced in a project, the more difficult it becomes to implement the framework.
Such a situation reflects on why it is important to consider privacy protection in the ear-
liest stages of technical design. In addition, the optimization of a privacy mindset and
data protection maturity of people involved in the engineering process were perceived
by the interviewees to be of high significance, rather than a perception that they lack
in implementation approaches. It can be reflected in how one interviewee particularly
stated that its should be an easy accomplishment to embed PbD from scratch in projects.
This can be viewed as a contradiction of what previous research has concluded, but it
implies that without a mature privacy mindset, the engineering of PbD will continue to
be labled ’immature’ since the nurturing of a privacy mindset will play an essential part
towards future development.

7.5 Embedding Privacy by Design

The embedding of privacy is one of the foundational principles of PbD. Notable aspects
of embedding privacy within the organization emerged in the results in terms of who
should be knowledgeable of the framework and the overall privacy impact PbD appre-
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hends.

7.5.1 Multi-disciplinary knowledge of PbD

PbD stretches all over technology, information system, architecture, business opera-
tions, and even networked information ecosystems. It speaks for itself that the founda-
tional principles should exist within all activity where the processing of personal data
occurs. All interviewees saw the importance of having all departments understand how
they should work with data according to PbD. In addition, it could also be context de-
pended of how knowledgeable people have to be. The consensus is that for PbD to truly
be embedded within an organization, everyone should have a particular level of PbD
awareness when data is being processed. As one of the interviewees stated, developers
must have PbD in their mindset for the framework to function. In cases where the human
factor can cause misjudgement from management or an system architecture, there must
exist a sense of responsibility from developers to also question privacy requirements.
Yet, the result implies on the existing gap between legal and technology since there are
emerging differences in interpretation to privacy. As narrated by one of the interviewees’
experiences, it was questioned why something legal-related had to be handled by the IT-
department. This underscores the difficulties in communicating privacy from a human
right perspective to privacy requirements in operational activities. It solemnly reflects on
that, among others, implementing PETs, or using anynomyzation and psedunymization
as technical solutions are no longer sufficient knowledge for system engineers to meet
privacy in technical design.

7.5.2 Incorporation of a privacy mindset

As previously mentioned in section 4, research has established the absence of proper
implementation details, lack of concrete tools and clear guidelines as a supplement to
embedding PbD in engineering activities. In addition, the result indicates that the inter-
viewees see the lack of incorporating a privacy mindset in engineering process. Not so
surprisingly, the interviewees advocated that governance, management and DPO’s ha-
ve profound accountability for outsourcing privacy and data protection measurements
within the organizations activities. Even though, the result hints a wish from the inter-
viewees that roles such as system architecture and software engineers should have more
involvement and education in questions related to the processing of personal data. All
interviewees agreed upon that comprehensive education is a principal solution to nur-
ture a certain privacy mindset, which was suggested to be achieved through e-learning,
seminars, internal marketing campaigns, etc. Of course, this does not mean that every-
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one must become privacy experts. It rather reflects that obtaining a privacy mindset is
when a team demonstrates that they think about privacy, furthermore understands the
questions circulating privacy and data protection. What can be understood from the re-
sults is that embedding PbD is highly dependable on incorporating a sustainable privacy
mindset.

7.6 Impact on future privacy and data protection

GDPR has intermediately changed the way organizations embed privacy and data pro-
tection, some interesting discussions emerged in the result about future aspects con-
cerning the processing of personal data. What emerged in the result is GDPRs general
impact and what the interviewees found essential for future technological advancement
and the processing of personal data.

7.6.1 Changes in perception of privacy and data protection

The result speaks that GDPR has had a general impact on how organizations have re-
adjusted to meet the regulation. Of course, privacy measurements have always been
essential when the processing of data occurs, and the transformation exists in who is
considered the owner of personal data - the individual. Organizations must abide to mo-
re transparent user-friendly-solutions as a measurement to inform that individuals have
a right to know the circumstances their data is being processed. Judged from the results,
Personuppgiftslagen (PuL)1 did not manage to establish the same consideration of pro-
tecting individual’s personal data as GDPR have. This indicates that GDPR has enforced
a perceptive change in privacy and data protection. Yet, some of the interviewees shared
a belief that neither GDPR or PbD, did any difference in nurturing a sustainable privacy
mindset for the future of privacy and data protection. The reasoning stems from the fear
of facing a potential sanction if one is not GDPR compliant. However, this does not
necessarily have a negative impact on privacy and data protection. As one of the inter-
viewees described, GDPR enforced an a considerable change in how privacy and data
protection was viewed within the entire organization. According to the interviewees’
experience, the work as a DPO - and similar privacy roles - became easier since everyo-
ne felt the urge of being involved in questions related to the privacy of individuals when
the processing of their personal data occurs.

1Previous EU legalization ensuring privacy and data protection, replaced by GDPR
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7.6.2 Enforcement on future processing

As technology continues to rapidly advance, it is only fair to assume that future re-
gulation of privacy and data protection will emerge as a consequence. As one of the
interviewees acknowledged, one probably cannot expect that a GDPR 2.0 will emerge
sometime in the near future. However, there was an overall agreement that there pro-
bably must be a discussion on the processing of personal data that occurs in advanced
technology, for example AI, IoT, robotics,etc. One of the interviewees emphasized the
lack of any legal responsibility concerning AI. Reviewing PbD, there is no proper sup-
port, except from using applicable technical solutions to incorporate privacy and data
protection in technical design. This does not ratify the overall complexity of having an
AI processing personal data based on its own intelligence. As previously discussed in
this thesis, a privacy mindset itself is difficult to transpire in operational activities. An
interesting suggestion found in the result is that the perception that it should exist a se-
parate regulation when it comes to AI, implicitly understood as the same goes for other
highly advanced technology as well. Furthermore, some of the interviewees also found
that the existence of separate regulations for different sectors would probably alleviate
some clarity when it comes to the processing of personal data. If, for example, PbD
was debunked with proper suggestions on how organizations within the retail sectors
should find appropriate solutions to embed the framework within their operational acti-
vities that process personal data, it would ease some level of difficulty to interpret the
framework into concrete technical design choices. Only one interviewee saw it diffe-
rently and commented that it would not provide an actual solution to the inconvenience
organizations experience today. No matter how one favors separate regulations or not,
it further demonstrates that there exists a perception that it is hard for organizations to
confidently interpret and embed PbD within operational activities as it is today.
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It has been shown in this thesis that individual’s privacy is recognized as a fundamental
concern when the processing of personal data occurs. Various stakeholders have signifi-
cant differences in perception of privacy concerns, implying that socio-cultural aspects
saturates operational activities rather than portraying a solidarity view of privacy con-
cern. If the desire is to design a privacy-friendly system, one must understand the context
of why the system must be privacy-friendly. Furthermore, if one must prioritize among
the privacy principles, it is foremost to assure that an individual’s data is being processed
under fair assumptions. Before any processing of personal data occurs, the processing
must serve a purpose. It is fair to imply that GDPR has invoked a crucial considera-
tion that have an effect on how technical development should embrace the processing of
personal data.

The practice of PbD as a stipulation reflects on the salient need of mending the gap
between legal and technical disciplines. The reasoning stems from the implication that
it can be particularly hard to comprehend privacy requirements for someone without a
particular understanding of privacy as a humanitarian risk. Focus should be on compre-
hending PbD into engineering activities to such an extent that software engineers also
perceive privacy as a vital functionality, and not something one can incorporate with
merely security and privacy design techniques. The effectiveness of PbD in organiza-
tional privacy should follow the intent of serving as a best practice framework of data
management [13], yet, the results indicate a sense of frustration working with the fram-
ework. This does not reflect on the overall impact PbD has on establishing protection
through technical design. However, it demonstrates that the framework to some extent
is perceived with negativity because it was a comprehensive experience for organiza-
tions to incorporate as a stipulation in GDPR. Therefore, the results cannot contradict
previous findings regarding the challenges that emerges with the framework. However,
there is an indication to a change of perception in privacy and data protection as a con-
sequence of incorporating PbD as a stipulation, assuring that the framework serves a as
a profound technical building block to assure privacy to be a human right in our highly
technical society.

What can be understood from the interviewees experiences of implementing the fram-
ework is that there is no favorable approach, merely because of differences in opera-
tional activities. It is evident that embedding PbD in the technical design as early as
possible facilitates the process of incorporating the framework wholeheartedly in all
organizational activities. If one consider PbD already in the first step of designing a
privacy-friendly system, it is perceived to not be difficult. The level of difficulty incre-
ases the later the framework is being introduced in any implementation process. Yet, it
is fair to conclude that the challenges with PbD is not perceived to be on the road to
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improvement, especially since identifying privacy risks goes beyond solemnly technical
measurements in a modern view of a privacy-friendly systems. It is difficult to identify
potential risks and issues related to the processing of personal data, meaning that even
though in a scenario where PbD has been embedded with best practice, consequences
can emerge. This abides the notion that the interviewee’s saw data minimization and
identifying the limitation of the processing is essential principles to prioritize. Therefo-
re, this thesis strengthens the idea that privacy design techniques must be investigated
more frequently since the identification of potential privacy risks is equal depended on
social, legal and political aspects than solemnly technical.

Embedding PbD is considered to be more comprehensive if the majority of the organi-
zation can acknowledge the framework. All interviewees stressed for education precau-
tions to achieve a sustainable privacy mindset within the organizations for it to reflect
on operational activities. Particularly system architecture and software engineers we-
re desirable to obtain a deeper understanding of PbD, indicating a need of nurturing
a privacy mindset that reflects on socio-cultural aspects that goes beyond security and
privacy design techniques. Yet, it can be firmly acknowledged that it is difficult to nur-
ture a privacy mindset that embodies PbD. Even if education such as e-learning was
suggested to nurture a privacy mindset, a privacy mindset does not hit home until one
can demonstrate that they think of privacy and understands the human aspects of pri-
vacy in technical design choices. Therefore, it seems to be of interest of capturing the
’why’ in PbD into proper engineering activities as a way forward in advancing technical
implementation measurements of the framework.

It is an arguable thought that GDPR is an enforcement rather than an encouragement
towards advancing the human right aspects of data protection. If the sanctions would
not have been so expensive in size if one cannot demonstrate GDPR compliance, it is
fair to assume that organizations probably would not have adverted to the same extent of
re-adjustments to ensure that the processing of personal data is under fair assumptions,
organizational as technical. One of the interviewees shared a belief that neither GDPR
nor the embodiment of PbD have influenced any difference in nurturing privacy and data
protection, meaning that everyone solemnly does it to avoid penalty. Nevertheless, the
overall results indicate that there is an optimistic notion that the incorporation of PbD
in operational activities has provided a significant change in perception of privacy and
data protection. Such a perspective is supported by the implication that if organizations
continuously have to demonstrate their work with PbD, the objectives of the framework
will gradually become more confidently embedded.

Also, as indicated in the results, particular aspects are difficult to comprehend when
it comes to both GDPR and PbD simply because of technical innovation proprieties.
This speaks for that in the future, a discussion must be held on how one should tackle
the development of when the processing of personal data is being exposed to techni-
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cal advancement such as, for example, AI. As it is today, the regulation lacks clear
directives regarding how one particular can pursue innovative development with perso-
nal data. The given frames are not comprehensive enough, which forces teams to pursue
their development based on own judgment, which can cause consequences in the future.
Suggestions on the separate and more distinctive direction for different sectors and or-
ganizational activities were proven to be a desire expressed by the interviewees, which
might be something to consider for the future of privacy and data protection since the
advancement of technology with certainty will not break anytime soon.

To conclude, this assessment has captured a perception of PbD as a stipulation in GD-
PR. The results hint that a privacy mindset is an essential factor for PbD to fulfill its
objectives, and something organizations continuously has to nurture. One can conclude
that PbD has been, and will continue to be, a primary framework to assure that privacy
is being considered in technical design. However, the approach maintains to be dee-
med as ‘fuzzy’ and is still perceived to lack in engineering methodologies and tools to
supplement the implementation of the framework in technical design. Nevertheless, one
can be optimistic that the continuation of investigating PbD in engineering activities and
more frequent empirical research of privacy design techniques can become more urgent
since PbD was introduced as a stipulation in GDPR. For organizations it is a question
to mature with incorporating the framework in operational activities and ensure that a
privacy mindset is the driving force in privacy and data protection. As of today, there is
still room for continuing the growth of incorporating PbD with the same intention the
framework was created - as a technical solution to include privacy and data protection
in technical design.
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This study does not include any insight from system architects nor software engineers.
Continuing research of how of PbD has influenced system architects as an stipulation
in GDPR can provide essential architectural and implementation details in how privacy
and data protection has changed with the framework. This aspect was not successfully
captured in this thesis because of limitations in interviewee prospects. Another intere-
sting group to investigate is to capture an entire team of engineers that works with the
processing of personal data. If one can identify more specifically how each separate
role in an implementation process experience working PbD, deeper understanding of
the framework can contribute to mending some inconsistent gaps. Also, it should be of
interest to continue research of PbD as an effect of GDPR to explore the differences in
successful and unsuccessful embodiment of the framework as a consequence of organi-
zational and technical measurements. PbD can be embedded with variations in overall
quality, which stresses for continuing research that can identify gaps that contributes to
the challenges so it can be embraced with less negativity.
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